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Like every piece of equipment in our Experience Series™ 880 Line, the EFX® 883 combines essential reliability and ease-of-use with a
natural, low-impact stride to add value to your facility. With the unique Precor adjustable CrossRamp® technology and fixed arms,
exercisers can alter the path of the EFX 883 between 13 and 40 degrees in both forward and reverse stride motions, cross training various
muscle groups to offer a wider range of workouts focused on the lower body.
The clean and proven design of the touch screen console makes it easy for exercisers, whether new to Precor or familiar, to locate
controls, inputs and adjustments. The user interface delivers the modern-day touch screen responsiveness to swipes and selections as
exercisers enjoy an alluring workout experience.
At Precor, we recognize that a great workout is the sum of many parts. In your hands, the products, services and technologies we offer can
be combined in countless ways to complement the programs, and atmosphere you’re creating.
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
	Fixed Handlebars

Fixed handlebars allow users to focus on lower body workouts.

	Console

The 880 line console not only offers a brilliant 15” screen that’s ergonomically
positioned to deliver crystal clear entertainment viewing for exercisers in
motion, but when networked is also a direct-to-exerciser communication
portal allowing you an opportunity to build your brand, share information
about activities and services, and strengthen the sense of community within
your facility.

	CrossRamp® Technology

Users can isolate or crosstrain lower body muscle groups simply by adjusting
the angle of the ramp, making it easy for users to focus on their individual
fitness goals.

	Biomechanics

Our patented elliptical path perfectly mimics a natural running stride, allowing
users to keep their heels down for a more comfortable, effective and
ergonomically correct motion.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions (L x W x H): 80 x 32 x 73 inches / 203 x 81 x 185 centimeters
Weight: 348 lbs / 158 kg
Power:	
120 volt, 15 amp circuit
Total Workouts: 22
Resistance Levels:	
20
13-40°
CrossRamp® Range:	
Language Selection:	English, French, Dutch, German, Italian, Russian,
Spanish, Portuguese (Iberian), Chinese (Simplified),
Japanese and Korean
Network Capabilities:	Preva™ network capable
Entertainment:

15” LCD Capacitive Touch Screen
Mobile Device Charger and audio jack

Accessories: Bottle holder
		 Reading rack
		 Optional - Cable management
Warranty:

P82 Console

Visit www.precor.com for warranty terms

Reading rack accessory is standard
and attaches easily to the P82
console

For additional information on this product, the full 880 line, and other products offered by Precor, please visit www.precor.com.
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